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A History of Christian Thought Sep 07 2020
Historical Theology Jan 24 2022 Freshly updated for this second edition with considerable new material, this authoritative introduction
to the history of Christian theology covers its development from the beginnings of the Patristic period just decades after Jesus's
ministry, through to contemporary theological trends. A substantially updated new edition of this popular textbook exploring the entire
history of Christian thought, written by the bestselling author and internationally-renowned theologian Features additional coverage of
orthodox theology, the Holy Spirit, and medieval mysticism, alongside new sections on liberation, feminist, and Latino theologies, and
on the global spread of Christianity Accessibly structured into four sections covering the Patristic period, the Middle Ages and

Renaissance, the reformation and post-reformation eras, and the modern period spanning 1750 to the present day, addressing the key
issues and people in each Includes case studies and primary readings at the end of each section, alongside comprehensive glossaries of
key theologians, developments, and terminology Supported by additional resources available on publication at
www.wiley.com/go/mcgrath
Exploring Christian Thought Jul 26 2019 From the first century to the twentieth, from Palestine via Europe to Asia and Africa, this
easy-to-use guide puts over 100 of the most influential people and councils in perspective, enabling you to understand and appreciate
the way the Christian faith has developed over the centuries. Exploring Christian Thought offers a concise introduction to influential
thinkers such as Augustine, Jerome, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, Thomas a Kempis, John Calvin, William Tyndale, Teresa of
Avila, Blaise Pascal, Karl Barth, Soren Kierkegaard, and many more. It also introduces important events in the church, including the
creation of the creeds, schisms and controversies, and the development of theology and doctrines. Section introductions provide
historical contexts. Then each entry summarizes the contributions of a thinker, council, or historic document, including key quotations
from the original writings. Exploring Christian Thought is an ideal introduction to the thinkers and writings that have shaped not only
Christian history, but also Western culture. - Publisher.
An Outline of the History of Christian Thought Since Kant (Start Classics) May 04 2020 "An Outline of the History of Christian
Thought Since Kant " is a piece of religious text written by American theologian, Edward Caldwell Moore.
Christian Thought Nov 02 2022 The story of Christian thought is essential to understanding Christian faith today and the last two
millennia of world history. This fresh and lively introduction explores the central ideas, persons, events, and movements that gave rise
to Christian thought, from early beginnings to its present forms. By highlighting the important but often neglected role of women and
the influence of non-Christian ideas and movements, this book provides a broader context for understanding the history of Christian
ideas and their role in shaping our world. Christian Thought: provides an overview of the context of Christianity’s origin, including
discussion of the influence of Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans explores the major events and figures of the history of Christian thought,
while drawing attention to significant voices which have often been suppressed analyses the impact on Christian thought of widely
discussed events such as The Great Schism, the Scientific Revolution, and modernism surveys contemporary trends such as
fundamentalism, feminism, and postmodernism. This fully revised and updated second edition features a new chapter on liberal
theology and reflects recent scholarship in the field. Complete with figures, timelines and maps, this is an ideal resource for anyone
wanting to learn more about the development of Christian thought and its influence over the centuries. Further teaching and learning
resources are available on the companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/meister.
Modern Christian Thought: The twentieth century Jul 30 2022 This is the second edition of a widely acclaimed introduction to
modern Christian thought (originally published by Prentice Hall in 2001). It presents full scholarly accounts of the major movements,
thinkers, theologians and philosophers in the Christian tradition since the 18th century Enlightenment. It also includes solid historical

background and critical assessments. The book now covers the entire modern period in both Europe and the USA. It is the first text to
include extensive treatment of modern Catholic thinkers, Evangelical thought and Black and Womanist theology.
The Essentials of Christian Thought Apr 26 2022 Or at least, such an outlook should unite Christians of all theological and church
backgrounds. However, alternate visions of reality often infect and corrupt Christians’ thinking. In The Essentials of Christian
Thought, eminent theologian and church historian Roger Olson outlines the basic perspective on the world that all Christians,
regardless of the place and time in which they are born, have historically held. This underlying metaphysic accords with all orthodox
theologies, whether Calvinist or Arminian, Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, or Protestant, but it separates Christianity from other
religious and secular perspectives. It is, quite simply, the essential requirement of a Christian view of the world. Bold and incisive, The
Essentials of Christian Thought will prompt thoughtful readers and students to more consciously appropriate the core of their faith,
guarding against ideas that subtly but necessarily invite compromise.
The First Thousand Years Dec 31 2019 Describes the first 1,000 years of Christian history, from the early practices and beliefs
through the conversion of Constantine as well as documenting its growth to communities in Ethiopia, Armenia, Central Asia, India and
China.
The Spirit of Early Christian Thought Oct 01 2022 Many of the problems afflicting American education are the result of a critical
shortage of qualified teachers in the classrooms. The teacher crisis is surprisingly resistant to reforms and is getting worse. This
analysis of the causes underlying the crisis seeks to offer concrete, affordable proposals for effective reform. Vivian Troen and
Katherine Boles, two experienced classroom teachers and education consultants, argue that because teachers are recruited from a pool
of underqualified candidates, given inadequate preparation, and dropped into a culture of isolation without mentoring, support, or
incentives for excellence, they are programmed to fail. Half quit within their first five years. Troen and Boles offer an alternative, a
model of reform they call the Millennium School, which changes the way teachers work and improves the quality of their teaching.
When teaching becomes a real profession, they contend, more academically able people will be drawn into it, colleges will be forced to
improve the quality of their education, and better-prepared teachers will enter the classroom and improve the profession.
Elements of Christian Thought Aug 19 2021 In the spring of 2020, as the coronavirus pandemic disrupted classrooms around the
world, teachers scrambled to convert their lectures and presentations into a format more conducive to online and distance learning. For
Eugene Rogers, this meant transcribing as closely as possible the spoken lectures that have made his Introduction to Christian Thought
course at UNC Greensboro, a course he has taught some forty times, justly famous. The result is this book: an insightful, winsome, and
engaging introduction to the history of Christian thought by a teacher at the height of his craft. For Rogers, the history of Christian
thought is the story of a language--it's "Christianese," if you will--that participants use to frame their agreements and their
disagreements alike. From Anselm to Wyschogrod, Rogers introduces us to the most interesting speakers of Christianese and their
importance, enabling us to both listen in on and take part in the living conversation about God's activity in and for our world.

Aristotle and Early Christian Thought Jul 06 2020 In studies of early Christian thought, ‘philosophy’ is often a synonym for
‘Platonism’, or at most for ‘Platonism and Stoicism’. Nevertheless, it was Aristotle who, from the sixth century AD to the Italian
Renaissance, was the dominant Greek voice in Christian, Muslim and Jewish philosophy. Aristotle and Early Christian Thought is the
first book in English to give a synoptic account of the slow appropriation of Aristotelian thought in the Christian world from the second
to the sixth century. Concentrating on the great theological topics – creation, the soul, the Trinity, and Christology – it makes full use
of modern scholarship on the Peripatetic tradition after Aristotle, explaining the significance of Neoplatonism as a mediator of
Aristotelian logic. While stressing the fidelity of Christian thinkers to biblical presuppositions which were not shared by the Greek
schools, it also describes their attempts to overcome the pagan objections to biblical teachings by a consistent use of Aristotelian
principles, and it follows their application of these principles to matters which lay outside the purview of Aristotle himself. This
volume offers a valuable study not only for students of Christian theology in its formative years, but also for anyone seeking an
introduction to the thought of Aristotle and its developments in Late Antiquity.
The Death of Christian Thought Nov 29 2019 We are being lied to—and many professing Christians are buying the lies. Your
eternal soul may be at stake. The Bible foretells a great deception and falling away from the faith in the latter days where absolute truth
is discounted and moral relativism is elevated: Humanism! The clever deception of Humanism has completely taken over government,
media and public education, and has infiltrated the visible church so strongly that many churches differ little in their beliefs and
teachings from the humanist views of the world. This book will open your eyes to the rampant deception around us and help you
correctly interpret the Word of God so you can stand strong in your faith to the end. It will help you open the eyes of family and friends
who fall for the deception of Humanism, and point them to the eternal hope of Jesus Christ. It will teach you how to take your thoughts
captive in obedience to Christ and live a life of joy, peace and obedience to God. You will see how God designed our brain, heart and
conscience to work, and how the truth of the Bible and the Holy Spirit can help you live a life of joy and peace as the world continues
to spin out of control. We destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised against the knowledge of God, and take every thought
captive to obey Christ – 2 Corinthians 10:5
The History of Christian Thought Aug 31 2022 A society with no grasp of its history is like a person without a memory. This is
particularly true of the history of ideas. This book is an ideal introduction to the thinkers who have shaped Christian history and the
culture of much of the world. Writing in a lively, accessible style, Jonathan Hill takes us on an enlightening journey from the first to
the twenty first centuries. He shows us the key Christian thinkers through the ages - ranging from Irenaeus, Origen, Augustine and
Aquinas through to Luther, Wesley, Kierkegaard and Barth - placing them in their historical context and assessing their contribution to
the development of Christianity.
Neoplatonism and Christian Thought Oct 21 2021 In this volume, the relationships between two of the most vital currents in
Western thought are examined by a group of nineteen internationally known specialists in a variety of disciplines—classics, patristics,

philosophy, theology, history of ideas, and literature. The contributing scholars discuss Neoplatonic theories about God, creation, man,
and salvation, in relation to the ways in which they were adopted, adapted, or rejected by major Christian thinkers of five periods:
Patristic, Later Greek and Byzantine, Medieval, Renaissance, and Modern. Contributors include G.-H. Allard, A. Hilary Armstrong,
Elizabeth Bieman, Linos Benakis, Henry Blumenthal, Mary T. Clark, Norris Clarke, John Dillon, Cornelio Fabro, John N. Findlay,
Maurice de Gandillac, Edward P. Mahoney, Bernard McGinn, Dominic J. O’Meara, John J. O’Meara, Jean Pépin, Mary Carman Rose,
Henri-Dominique Saffrey, Charles B. Schmitt, and Gérard Verbeke.
Christian Thought Revisited Sep 19 2021 First published in 1989, Christian Thought Revisited offers an overview of three basic
models of theology in Western Christianity. The purpose of this categorization is to help students understand the validity and
application of all three models in the study of theology today. Gonzalez has updated the discussion on each model to include
contemporary concerns.
A New History of African Christian Thought Mar 02 2020 David Tonghou Ngong offers a comprehensive view of African Christian
thought that includes North Africa in antiquity as well as Sub-Saharan Africa from the period of colonial missionary activity to the
present. Challenging conventional colonial divisions of Africa, A New History of African Christian Thought demonstrates that
important continuities exist across the continent. Chapters written by specialists in African Christian thought reflect the issues—both
ancient and modern—in which Christian Africa has impacted the shape of Christian belief from the beginning of the movement up to
the present day.
Transforming Christian Thought in the Visual Arts Apr 14 2021 This volume explores how the visual arts are presenting and
responding to Christian theology and demonstrates how modern and contemporary artists and artworks have actively engaged in
conversation with Christianity. Modern intellectual enquiry has often been reluctant to engage theology as an enriching or useful form
of visual analysis, but critics are increasingly revisiting religious narratives and Christian thought in pursuit of understanding our
present-day visual culture. In this book an international group of contributors demonstrate how theology is often implicit within
artworks and how, regardless of a viewer’s personal faith, it can become implicit in a viewer’s visual encounter. Their observations
include deliberate juxtaposition of Christian symbols, imaginative play with theologies, the validation of non-confessional or secular
public engagement, and inversions of biblical interpretation. Case studies such as an interactive Easter, glow-sticks as sacrament, and
visualisation of the Bible’s polyphonic voices enrich this discussion. Together, they call for a greater interpretative generosity and
more nuance around theology’s cultural contexts in the modern era. By engaging with theology, culture, and the visual art, this
collection offers a fresh lens through which to see the interaction of religion and art. As such, it will be of great use to those working in
Religion and the Arts, Visual Art, Material Religion, Theology, Aesthetics, and Cultural Studies.
The Mosaic of Christian Belief Jun 04 2020 In this second edition of Roger E. Olson's classic work, he thematically traces the contours
of Christian belief down through the ages, revealing a pattern of both unity and diversity. He finds a consensus of teaching that is both

unitive and able to incorporate a faithful diversity when not forced into the molds of false either-or alternatives.
The Child in Christian Thought Jul 18 2021 A survey of Christian writings about children covers 2,000 years of history and literature
and features a wide variety of theologians commenting on the subject.
A Concise History of Christian Thought May 28 2022 A succinct, readable survey of key Christian thinkers and significant
theological developments from the church's inception to the present.
The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Thought Nov 09 2020 The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Thought is
an authoritative reference source for those interested in the development of Christian belief, from the Enlightenment to the present day.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office Mar 26 2022
The Routledge Companion to Early Christian Thought Dec 23 2021 The shape and course which Christian thought has taken over
its history is largely due to the contributions of individuals and communities in the second and third centuries. Bringing together a
remarkable team of distinguished scholars, The Routledge Companion to Early Christian Thought is the ideal companion for those
seeking to understand the way in which Early Christian thought developed within its broader cultural milieu and was communicated
through its literature, especially as it was directed toward theological concerns. Divided into three parts, the Companion: asks how
Christianity's development was impacted by its interaction with cultural, philosophical, and religious elements within the broader
context of the second and third centuries. examines the way in which Early Christian thought was manifest in key individuals and
literature in these centuries. analyses Early Christian thought as it was directed toward theological concerns such as God, Christ,
Redemption, Scripture, and the community and its worship.
The Unbound God Mar 14 2021 This volume examines the prevalence, function, and socio-political effects of slavery discourse in the
major theological formulations of the late third to early fifth centuries AD, arguably the most formative period of early Christian
doctrine. The question the book poses is this: in what way did the Christian theologians of the third, fourth, and early fifth centuries
appropriate the discourse of slavery in their theological formulations, and what could the effect of this appropriation have been for
actual physical slaves? This fascinating study is crucial reading for anyone with an interest in early Christianity or Late Antiquity, and
slavery more generally.
Christ in Eastern Christian Thought Jan 30 2020
A History of Christian Thought Volume I Feb 22 2022 A treatment of the evolution of Christian thought from the birth of Christ, to
the Apostles, to the early church, to the great flowering of Christianity across the world. The first volume introduces the central figures
and debates culminating in the Councils of Nicea and Chalcedon among which the theologies of the early church were hammered out.
Volume 2 #9781426721915 Volume 3 #9781426721939
Readings in Christian Thought Jan 12 2021 Illuminates the history and development of Christian thought by offering selections from
the writings of 55 great Christian theologians. The volume includes substantial excerpts from notable women theologians and from

black and liberation perspectives, plus a new section from deceased theologians such as Thomas Merton, Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Karl Rahner. Each passage is prefaced by detailed introductory comments on the life and thought of each theologian and the
significance of his/her work.
Early Christian Thought in Its Jewish Context Jun 16 2021 Examines the continuity between early Christianity and Judaism - the
focus of much controversy.
Christian Antioch May 16 2021 This book is a comprehensive survey of the history and, more particularly, of the thought of Antioch
from the second to the eighth centuries of the Christian era. Dr Wallace-Hadrill traces the religious background of Antiochene
Christianity and examines in detail aspects of its intellectual life: the exegesis of scripture, the interpretation of history, philosophy, and
the doctrine of the nature of God as applied to an understanding of Christ and man's salvation. The community at Antioch stressed
history and literalism, in self-conscious opposition to the tendency to allegorise that prevailed at Alexandria. While insisting on the
divinity of Christ, they were equally adamant that no other doctrine should be allowed to compromise their central belief that Jesus was
really human.
Basic Christian Ethics Feb 10 2021 "This treatise on Christian ethics is one of the most thoughtful and comprehensive presentations
of the subject we have had in many years. It should be of inestimable value not only to the general reader but also to students and
classes in our colleges and seminaries".--Reinhold Niebuhr. Part of Westminster's Library of Theological Ethics series.
The Great Tradition of Christian Thinking Oct 09 2020 A college education becomes truly meaningful when faith affects what happens
in the classroom every day. According to David Dockery and Timothy George, it’s only by stepping into the great tradition of Christian
thinking that students can take hold of the true power of their education. They demonstrate that vibrant, world-changing Christianity is
not anti-intellectual; instead, it assumes a long tradition of vigorous Christian thinking and a commitment to the integration of faith and
scholarship as essential to the preparation of a next generation of leaders in the church, the academy, and the world. As the first volume
in a new series, this book introduces an approach to the Christian tradition that is not simply historical overview, but will also help
students engage with contemporary challenges to their faith in various academic fields. This reader-friendly guidebook shows how to
address those challenges by reclaiming the best of the Christian intellectual tradition. With illustrations, reflection questions, and a list
of resources for further study, this book is sure to be a timely tool in the hands of believing students in both Christian and secular
universities. Part of the Reclaiming the Christian Intellectual Tradition series.
Foundations of Christian Thought Jun 28 2022 Written by a veteran Christian educator, this readable book describes the relationship
between the Christian faith and the world of learning by looking at the five modern worldviews competing with Christian theism.
The Routledge Companion to Modern Christian Thought Jun 24 2019 This Companion provides an unrivalled view of the field of
modern Christian thought, from the Enlightenment to the twentieth century and beyond. Written by an outstanding team of theologians
and philosophers of religion, it covers the following topics within Christian thought: Key figures and influencers Central events and

movements Major theological issues and key approaches to Christian Theology Recent topics and trends in Christian thought Each
entry is clear and accessible, making the book the ideal resource for students of Christian thought and history and philosophy of
religion, and a valuable reference for professional theologians and philosophers.
The Oxford Handbook of Nineteenth-Century Christian Thought Aug 07 2020 Offering a comprehensive assessment of the
various ways in which Christian thought has found expression during the long 19th century, this handbook examines how it has been
influenced by contemporaneous scientific, social, political, and cultural developments; and how it has in its turn impacted all areas of
Western life and thought during this period. Its contributors accept that, contrary to earlier views, the 19th century was less a period of
secularisation than one of dynamic, innovative, and diverse transformations of Christian thought, even if these were often expressed in
new, and often controversial forms. Consequently, the volume starts with a section on 'paradigm shifts' underlying intellectual
engagements with Christianity during the period, and proceeds to explorations of the role Christian thought played in various aspects of
19th-century society and culture.
Simplicity and Humility in Late Antique Christian Thought Apr 02 2020 Examines how the apostles' manual labour, simplicity, and
humility affected the worldviews of upper-class Christians in Late Antiquity.
Developments in Christian Thought for OCR Oct 28 2019 Developments in Christian Thought for OCR is an ideal guide for students
taking the Developments in Religious Thought component of the OCR Religious Studies AS and A Level course. Drawing on insights
gained from many years of teaching experience, Ann Greggs’ and Dennis Brown’s landmark book follows the OCR specification
closely and includes: ·clear and comprehensive discussion of each topic in the specification ·discussion of both historical and cuttingedge theological approaches ·use of excerpts from primary sources to engage students in theological debate ·profiles of important
philosophers, theologians and non-religious thinkers ·discussion questions, activity boxes, thought points and suggestions for further
reading ·practical ideas on study skills, essay-writing and assessment objectives Developments in Christian Thought for OCR provides
a clear, accessible and comprehensive introduction to each of the topics on the course, including Augustine on human nature, death and
the afterlife, knowledge of God’s existence, the person of Jesus Christ, Christian moral principles, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, religious
pluralism and theology, religious pluralism and society, gender and society, gender and theology, the challenge of secularism,
liberation theology and Marx. Written by two experienced teachers and textbook authors, Developments in Christian Thought for OCR
will assist students of every ability to achieve their best. This book, which covers component 03 of the OCR H173 and H573
specifications, should be paired with Religion and Ethics for OCR by Mark Coffey and Dennis Brown, which covers component 02,
and Philosophy of Religion for OCR by Dennis Brown and Ann Greggs, which covers component 01.
Platonism and Christian Thought in Late Antiquity Dec 11 2020 Platonism and Christian Thought in Late Antiquity examines the
various ways in which Christian intellectuals engaged with Platonism both as a pagan competitor and as a source of philosophical
material useful to the Christian faith. The chapters are united in their goal to explore transformations that took place in the reception

and interaction process between Platonism and Christianity in this period. The contributions in this volume explore the reception of
Platonic material in Christian thought, showing that the transmission of cultural content is always mediated, and ought to be studied as
a transformative process by way of selection and interpretation. Some chapters also deal with various aspects of the wider discussion
on how Platonic, and Hellenic, philosophy and early Christian thought related to each other, examining the differences and common
ground between these traditions. Platonism and Christian Thought in Late Antiquity offers an insightful and broad ranging study on the
subject, which will be of interest to students of both philosophy and theology in the Late Antique period, as well as anyone working on
the reception and history of Platonic thought, and the development of Christian thought.
Documents in Early Christian Thought Nov 21 2021 Extracts from the writings of the Early Christian fathers, covering the main areas
of Christian thought.
Christian Thought Sep 27 2019
The Impassibility of God Aug 26 2019 The present volume has grown out of a task assigned to me during the meetings of the
Archbishops’ Doctrinal Commission in September 1924, to prepare a historical statement on the subject of the Impassibility of God. From the Preface
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